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Immerse yourself in a bygone era and create your own piece of Americana. Featuring simple block

styles designed to showcase nineteenth-century reproduction fabrics, try Carol Hopkins'

hand-quilting technique or put your machine-sewing skills to exquisite use.Featuring small quilt

patterns ideally suited for your littlest scrapsClose-up photos bring the tiniest details of block into

crystal-clear focusEnjoy patterns that are perfect for wall hangings, table toppers, doll accessories,

and special gifts
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This is another great collection of Civil War era quilt patterns with the cutest names like "Uncle

Frank's Socks", "Skedaddler", "Milton's Musket Balls" and "Melissa's Locket" and fun classic blocks.

They have a playful vintage quality. The fabrics are beautiful and borders of these quilts really make

the blocks pop. There is a range of small to large projects perfect to fit into your quilting schedule.

Although I love Carol's patterns I'm really disappointed with her books When I buy a book I expect

to get patterns that have not been already released but after getting all three of her books I found

out that there are multiple patterns that have already been released as a single patterns In the latest

book which I just received I've done at least four of these quilts already. I'm really disappointed in

whoever decided to do it this way because I really feel cheated



This is the third of the legacies books. I love them all but this is really special and I have already

kitted up fabric for three of them. They are great quilts to do on retreats. The instructions are good

and the quilts are adorable in any color range.

Civil War Legacies III is another wonderful book by Carol Hopkins. Like in her previous books the

instructions are easy to follow with great illustrations. I especially like the close-up photographs of

the quilts. I would recommend this book to anyone interested in reproduction quilts.By P Schweitzer

I have been making reproduction quilts for more than a decade. In recent years I have started to

make small and miniature quilts from the growing variety and beautiful civil war fabrics. Can't wait to

make some of the patterns in this wonderful book.

I really like the look of the three books you sent me so promptly. Due to show preparation I have not

yet had time to make any of these delightful quilts but feel sure they are little winners. I feel sure that

the authoress Carol Hopkins is a professional person, and probably a meticulous quilter. Errors in

measurements are most unlikely and judging from the charming colours and patterns with their

quaint names, her work will be superb. I am delighted to have these three books in my sewing room.

Pure joy ahead!!

My favorite book of her three.

Love this book can't wait to start doing some quilts. They are the smaller quilts. Keep that in mind.

My oh can make them bigger yourself though
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